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Kipper’s
Komments
Welcome to the Spring edition of Chain Link.
The riding season is already underway with a couple of wellattended rides under our belts, (see write ups). Just a
reminder to be careful out there as whilst a lot of motorcyclists
ride through the winter, many don’t and so the first few weeks
of the season people are getting back on their bikes and need
to warm up their skills as well as spring clean the bikes. Please
keep it rubber side down and remember to check your mirrors
because you never know what's coming up behind you.
Super Sundays have had a good number of new faces turning
up, getting some great feedback from a taster session (on the
road as well as at the breakfast bar) and signing up for the
advanced rider course. Don’t forget IAM RoadSmart are offering a 10% discount as part of their
taster promotion, checkout page 6 for details.
Coalpit Heath social evenings have provided a bit of fun and we are always looking at speakers
or activities for future monthly evenings so please send in any ideas you may have.
The BAM website and database are both undergoing development for a fresh look and
functionality so thanks to David Harper and Michael Watson for volunteering to take these
developments on board. As regards Chain Link we need volunteers to take on the production of
the magazine as I, along with the chap who puts it together, are stepping aside. Volunteers are
needed and they will be assisted as much as is needed to get the magazine to print. Please talk
to Mel, Nick or myself if interested. It is YOUR magazine!
Happy riding and I hope to see you on some of the BAM ride outs or other events we will be
attending through the year, or at one of the many bike nights that’s are now starting across our
region – see the events calendar for details.
Ride safe, and I hope you enjoy this latest instalment of the Chain Link.
Many Thanks

Martyn

S.M.A.K
I’ll be back for breakfast.
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Thanks to all who attended the AGM. The results were
that I was re-elected Chairman, I won’t be standing in
2018, John Crawford as Vice Chairman, Sue Nolan reelected as Secretary and Mel Rowbottom re-elected as
Treasurer. Tim Wrighton continues as Chief Observer
but has given notice that he plans to step down from
that role. It is vital that the Group has new blood in
these important positions and as most
have been in office for many years it is
imperative that new people step
forward to replace these Club officers.
So please speak to me if you would like
to consider taking BAM on the next leg
of it’s journey.
We had an open discussion as part of the AGM to address and allow members who had various
concerns. That is one of the points of an AGM to make the management accountable to the
membership and allow members to voice their views. It was a discussion about IAM and recent
developments. It was not about terminating our affiliation to IAM. IAM has a lot of influence
over BAM matters so discussion is essential. A long-standing member, who has been involved at
many levels within the IAM affiliation set up, said it was the best AGM he had attended.
The committee met with two IAM officials shortly after the AGM to discuss issues that I and Tim
Wrighton brought up in our AGM reports. It was a robust exchange of views and whilst agreeing
to disagree on some issues it was an enlightening experience and a useful means of
communications, which we agreed was lacking.
There are some interesting IAM developments in the pipeline, which I’m sure IAM, will
communicate with members directly. A major change is the testing of Associates. In future
National Observers who are also “Local Observer assessors” will conduct the IAM Test.
Associates, when signing up will be given the option of IAM Examiner test or BAM test. There
will be no difference in these tests, both will be regarded on an equal footing. It was likened to
the Pre-Test assessments that we presently carry out. Another development involves “present
members” signing up to a rolling three yearly test program, a type of “Continuous Professional
Development” that many will be familiar with. It is optional.

Billy
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The first Sunday of every month, except January, a wide variety of bikes and bikers meet up in
Kingswood, all with the same intent – to get the most from their biking.

There are the first timers
who come along to go out on an assessed ride. This
is free and carried out by a team of trained volunteer observers. This is a
great way to find out if you could get more from your riding by signing up to complete the
Advanced Rider Training course. This course will improve your biking skills and the safety of you
and other road users.

Once you have enrolled, you are known as an Associate.
Associates are allocated an Observer to take them through their training, additionally at Super
Sundays all Associates will get the chance to meet the Examiner, attend a class room session on
bike techniques or ride with a different Observer for a cross check of your progress. The last
Super Sunday you need to attend is when you get presented with your IAM Certificate!
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But this is just the beginning. Bristol Advanced
Motorcyclist is a club with an active calendar of social events, talks, ride outs and
trips away. It is also the route for further training if you’d like to learn how to pass on your
newly acquired skills to others.
Who?
Whether you want an assessed ride, a refresher ride for current members, or just to meet up
with friends, then;•
•
•
•

Arrive between 9-9.15am and register your name first, ready for a 9.30am start
Grab a bacon butty and/or a cup of tea
Get allocated an Observer for your assessed ride and off you go
Previously enrolled Associates to attend the “Meet the Examiner” or the theory
session before you set off on your observed ride.

Where?
King’s Oak Academy. Brook Road, (off Tennis Court Road), Warmley, Bristol BS15 4JT
When?
Every 1st Sunday of the month (except January)
Wonga?
It’s FREE on your first visit to a Super Sunday event. The Advanced Rider Training course costs
£149. There are offers available for individuals under 30 - sponsored by South Gloucestershire
Road Safety
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RIDE 4 GWAA – SUNDAY 9TH JULY
nd

This is the 2 year for this event and we will be
gathering from 9am at the Clifton Rugby Club grounds
just down from Cribbs Causeway. Mel Rowbottom
will be leading the ride out this year which is
approximately 30 miles departing shortly after 10am
and will be a gentle meander through Bristol, over the
suspension bridge and out towards South Bristol with
a route around the local lakes to take in the scenery
and some lovely roads which are suitable for riders of
all skill levels from learners to experienced riders. .
The event itself will then kick off from noon with bands, displays and good selection of food and
drink throughout, plus the GWAA helicopter is due to land once the ride is back at CRFC after a
couple of hours ride out.
To sign up for this years event go to www.ride4gwaa.com
Mel is also looking for marshals to help along the route to ensure the ride continues to flow
smoothly. Please contact Mel via melmacbike@yahoo.co.uk if you can help out

BRISTOL BIKE SHOW – SATURDAY 19TH AUGUST
BAM will be representing IAM RoadSmart at this annual event, so
Mel is setting up a rota for helpers through the day 8:15 to setup
the kit, then 9–4:30’ish in 1-2 hourly slots to help tell people what
we do and encourage to pop along and find out more.
If you can help, please contact Mel via
melmacbike@yahoo.co.uk
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LADIES BIKE FRESH EVENT - SATURDAY 9TH SEPTEMBER*
This is the 2nd Year of “Bike Fresh” at Haynes Motor Museum at Sparkford, Somerset. A
motorcycle skills & networking day run by women for women & yes with the help of the ladies
of BAM!!!! Further details on page 4
Please contact Rachel at Rachel.Mahy@avonandsomerset.pnn.police.uk who will send you
relevant links closer to the time.

SOMERSET MOTOFEST – SATURDAY/SUNDAY 9TH/10TH SEPTEMBER*
If you fancy riding down with your partner but don’t fit the criteria for Bike Fresh, then pop
down the road to the Yeovilton Fleet Air Museum. Here Somerset Road Safety are having a
weekend called “SOMERSET MOTO FEST 2017”. This is a free event for all the family for all 2 &
4 wheels. There will be exhibitors/ demonstrations & a slow riding area.
Cheddar and Somerset advanced groups will be representing IAM Roadsmart and anyone
attending the Ladies Bike Fresh event at Haynes will also get an opportunity to ride across to
Yeovilton for observed rides on the Saturday.
Please contact Rachel at Rachel.Mahy@avonandsomerset.pnn.police.uk who will send you
relevant links closer to the time. Further details on page 24.

*Even if you are going for a ride out that weekend, it’s a great place to have a halfway stop as
there are café facilities at both sites. Also both museums offer discounted entry fees to the
museums through the relevant event organisers.

BIKE NIGHTS FOR AN EVENINGS RIDE OUT
With the lighter nights and the better weather, why not try visiting one of the bike nights.
Tuesdays
Poole Quay from 6pm April to Sept
Burnham on Sea from 6pm
Wednesdays
Paignton Esplanade 6pm-10pm June to Sept
Thursdays
Weston Sea front 6pm-9pm May to Sept
If you know of any others for a group ride out one night then please let us know.
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BAM DEVELOPMENTS COMING SOON
Following a plea for help in the last edition we have two volunteers stepped forward
1) David Harper to revamp our front end website
2) Michael Watson to refresh the BAM Members database and forum areas
Activity has been going on in the background and if you wanted a sneak preview of things to
come then look at one of our alternative websites www.bamo.org.uk to get an idea
The BAM database is being refreshed so we have more functionality with the reporting output
and communication channels within it.
All this takes time and will be done in the background so that when ready to go live we have a
seamless switchover.... that’s the plan!
Watch this space for more details in the coming months

WHERE HAVE ALL THE 600’S GONE?
A colleague was passing through Llandovery the other weekend and as usual the place was full
of motorcycles. So he had a good look at them in the West End Café and also along the
roads from there, all the way through to Brecon. What he noticed was that all the bikes were
either "adventure" types or large naked bikes with lots of chrome - with a splattering of the
"basic, retro-looking" type.
There were only two supersports type bike seen all day and these were Fireblades, not the 600
class and only a handful of Pan-European tourer type bikes.
Chatting about the observation with others, they had also had similar experiences noticing that
the Kawasaki 600 seems to have disappeared and whilst there are now 650 twins and a lot of
300/500cc models in the showrooms, none of them are seen on the road at weekends.
QUESTION RAISED?
Have BAM noticed any change in the bikes turning up at our events and is it affecting Associate
numbers?
It cannot all be down to marketing so is there some other factor driving the change in the type
of bikes we are riding ? Maybe licence bands or EU emissions or something else?
We’d be interested in your views on his observations – send any replies into editor@bammembers.org.uk
If you have any questions or observations on other things you would like to Ask, then feel free
to send in for the next edition
BRISTOL ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
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ASSOCIATE– PAUL DAWSON

ASSOCIATE – BILL DRY

OBSERVER – JERRY COSH

OBSERVER – GORDON WILLIAMS

OBSERVER – JIM CAOLA

PRESENTATION BY BILLY BURNS

PRESENTATION BY BILLY BURNS

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

LOCAL OBSERVER CERTIFICATE

LOCAL OBSERVER CERTIFICATE

ASSOCIATE– DAVE JENKINS

PETE MICHAEL

TIM PERRY

OBSERVER – JERRY COSH

PRESENTATION BY TIM WRIGHTON

PRESENTATION BY TIM WRIGHTON

PRESENTATION BY BILLY BURNS

ASSOCIATE– MATT CLEMENT

ASSOCIATE– PHIL WHEELER

NATIONAL OBSERVER CERTIFICATE

OBSERVER – JIM CAOLA

OBSERVER – MIKE COLLINGWOOD

JOHN CROSS

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

PRESENTATION BY BILLY BURNS

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

ASSOCIATE–CAROLE LOCKWODD
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ASSOCIATE– ROBERT ANSON

ASSOCIATE– WILL WEATHERILL

ASSOCIATE– WILL MELLORS

OBSERVER – PETE MICHAEL

OBSERVER – GEOFF ABRAHAM

OBSERVER – ANDY BOULTON

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

ASSOCIATE– RICHARD BENTHAM

SPECIAL RECOGNITION AWARD

ASSOCIATE–GEOFF SZTYPULJAK

OBSERVER – TIM GORE

MARTIN FLOOK

OBSERVER – KERRY TATLOCK

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

PRESENTATION JOHN CRAWFORD

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

PATRYK ADAMSKI JULIAN BAREFOOT SHARON BEHAN MARK BENEWITH
TOM BULLIVANT JOHN BYLES DAVID HARPER MICHAELA KARASOVA
SYMON OSMAN ADRIAN SCHMIEDER PETER SZTYPULJAK BOYD THORPE
JAMES WALKERDINE PAUL WILSON
NEW EXTERNAL FULL MEMBER
MARTIN LEACH
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NO BUS STOP

th

Nick Calvert writes about the ride on 18 March
A grey, dull sky wasn’t probably the most promising
start to the first ride of the season. The blustery
winds and light on/off drizzle also didn’t help
conjure up anything other than a bit of damp squid
of a day. John Crawford had arranged for us to meet
at Seven View Services and I fully expected there to
be less than a handful of riders, yet there was a very healthy twenty one bikes and two pillions.
There seemed to be a general topic of conversation, as some us sipped coffee, it was one of
“just had to get out and ride” and the grey damp weather wasn’t going to stop anyone.
We set off over the bridge to practice leaning into the strong wind before leaving the motorway
and heading up towards Chepstow. Taking a left on the well ridden A4235 to Usk and then onto
Abergavenny via the B4598. However we skipped the usual stops of the Steel Horse Cafe and
the Bus Stop and instead took a right at Abergavenny and followed the B4233 east towards
Monmouth. A new road for some with a few interesting challenges along the way such as plenty
of mud on the road from recent farming activity. We dropped down in to Monmouth and to the
welcoming Millbrook Garden Centre for refreshments. We even had some sunshine at this
point. The roads had been predominantly dry, some damp areas but we seemed to have found
the best of the weather and all seemed pleased to have made the effort to join the ride.
After the break it was south west from the garden centre, towards Raglan before then heading
up towards Devauden, but looping back towards Monmouth on the B4293 before actually
getting to Devauden. At Monmouth the road arrangement to get onto the Wye Valley Road
means you have the slightly farcical situation of
bikes on both sides of the dual carriageway, passing
each other in opposite directions before heading
south at the lights.
The route from Monmouth to Chepstow, down the
Wye Valley , along the A466 has been ridden by
most and can be either frustrating or exhilarating
depending on the traffic. With dry conditions,
brighter light and just a few cars I found it to be the
latter today.
Thanks to John for a refreshing route in a well ridden area and to Martin Collins for sweeping us
all up at the back. It was also pleasing to see that there were four lady riders, the most I’ve seen
on a BAM ride.
BRISTOL ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
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The train Now standing at the
Platform is serving Breakfast
Jenny Wills Explains

It was a grey chilly morning, but despite the inclement
weather, 31 people turned up for a BAM organised
breakfast at the Avon Valley Railway, Bitton
Station. Most arrived by car, but a few hardy souls did
turn up on bikes, and a special mention needs to be of
little Grace, Paul Dawson's daughter who travelled up
from Devizes on the back of her dad's CBR. Most of the
dining carriage had been set-aside for us, and service
was good, with a steady stream of cooked breakfasts
and hot chocolate to warm us up.

Chainlink editor & producer
required
The time has come for a change at the Chainlink press office. The editor and the
bloke who puts it together, ready to go to print, wish to hang up their
keyboards and let new blood take on the challenge.
For those who feel they’d like to step into those shoes, both the editor and the
producer will be around to assist you as you get to grips with the magazine. It
can be a gradual transition if required, but we do need volunteers to take on
the production of your magazine.
Please email editor@bam-members.org.uk or speak to Martyn, Mel or Nick
BRISTOL ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
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By Clare Holloway
This is an account of my first all day ride-out with BAM. It was on Sunday 9 April to Aberystwyth
led by Tim Coulson. I had a half day ride-out with Tim last year and that was exhilarating; this
ride to Aberystwyth was even better. Richard and I left our house in Bath at 7.45am and got
back home 7.45pm after almost 300 miles, a great day’s riding and finishing with a McDonalds’
at the end.
I was a little intimidated when we met at the Aust Servern View Services because I was the only
woman rider on my little 250cc bike amongst all the big boys. Although everyone was
reassuring and put me at ease, I was relieved to see the last person to arrive was a woman
pillion to give me some female support. Where were all you lady riders? You missed an
excellent ride. After Tim’s briefing the 15 of us set off over the bridge into Wales and roads that
offered everything to make the ride excellent and exciting. Fast roads, twisty roads, straight
roads, sweeping corners, mountain passes, hills, valleys and beautiful countryside. Tim certainly
knows where to find the best roads. Three and a half hours later we arrived at Aberystwyth for
very welcome melt in the mouth fish and chips for lunch. We set off again after lunch to
experience more great roads back towards the bridge. Thanks Tim and all the other riders for a
great ride-out.
I am so pleased that I met Mel at Riders a couple of years ago and that she encouraged me to
join BAM. I have gained so much riding experience since then to make me a better and safer
rider who can now thoroughly enjoy a full day ride amongst other BAM members and I thank
everyone who has helped me to achieve this. In particular I would like to thank my Observer
Roy Demery, all the other Super Sunday Observers, ride-out leaders, the Green Team and of
course Martyn and his bacon butties.
Looking forward to the next ride,
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ABERYSTWYTH–TAKE TWO
9 April 2017
We are Mike Crew & Jackie Goss (reporting) and we ride a Kawasaki 1400 ZZR. For us a ride out
depends upon a couple of things falling right:1. Shifts need to be accommodated on the day and
2. The weather, well basically no too freezing cold and preferably no rain.
So today looked like a winner from the start – it was forecast to be the hottest day of the year
so far and we had the day off. Leaving home though, was problematic, the chores overran and
kept us longer than we would have liked but we made it to the rendezvous, late but on time for
Tim Coulson’s briefing. (Tim selected us to do the ride report for being the last to arrive) It is
unusual for a bike meet to be outshone but on this particular morning the Aston Martin owners
club were rendezvousing here to see about 24 Astons together very impressive neighbours!
We were 14 bikes and were to head east from the former Aust Services, now called Severn View
Services, over the bridge by motorway, dual carriageways and wonderfully scenic B roads to our
mid morning pit stop in Brecon. A little after then, we were promised, things would become
more “technical”. Little did we think the road would come down to a single-track valley road
with passing places. We commented inside our helmets that we had never driven a shelf
before. The route gave us all the thrills and scary moments Brecon could offer along with valley
views, crags, grasses and babbling brooks – scenery to die for.
As we descended we noticed far more cloud and chilly enveloping us and a couple of our
number left the party on the descent as we approached Aberystwyth where we found the busy
beachside café near to the bike park, our stop for lunch. Food was good and service was quick,
soon we were ready to leave and head back westward to the sun and the promise of an ice
cream stop on the way home.
As we made our return journey we were horrified to happen upon a motor cycle accident with
him still in the road and we stopped to help “police” the road while Tim our ride leader offered
his services, a salutary moment for us all. The rider thankfully was going to be OK. We carried
on back into the Brecon Beacons and to a viewpoint where we might have stopped but we
found the top stop too cold to linger and carried on descending via Crickhowel. Mike and I have
done quite a few ride outs, many into Wales but we were amazed to have ridden so many new
(certainly to us) roads. Thank you Tim

BRISTOL ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
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BAM CALENDER 2017
MAY

JUNE

7
SUN

SUPER SUNDAY
Kings Oak Academy, Kingswood

4
SUN

SUPER SUNDAY
Kings Oak Academy, Kingswood

10
WED

BAM CLUB NIGHT – Coalpit Heath
Speaker suggestions required

11
SUN

CLUB RIDE OUT
RIDE LEADER – JENNY WILLS

14
SUN

CLUB RIDE OUT
RIDER LEADER – ALAN BYRON

14
WED

BAM CLUB NIGHT – Coalpit Heath
TALK BY GWAA AIR AMBULANCE

21
SUN

CLUB RIDE OUT
RIDE LEADER – MIKE COLLINGWOOD

18
SUN

CLUB RIDE OUT
RIDE LEADER – NICK TRAVIS

24
SAT

ASSOCIATES ONLY RIDE OUT
RIDE LEADER – GEOFF ABRAHAM

JULY

AUGUST

2
SUN

SUPER SUNDAY
Kings Oak Academy, Kingswood

6
SUN

SUPER SUNDAY
Kings Oak Academy, Kingswood

9
SUN

CLUB RIDE OUT
RIDE LEADER – TONY OLIVER

9
WED

BAM CLUB NIGHT – Coalpit Heath
Speaker suggestions required

9
SUN

RIDE 4 GWAA – See page 11

13
SUN

CLUB RIDE OUT - RIDE LEADERS
RICHARD & CLAIRE HOLLOWAY

12
WED

BAM CLUB NIGHT – Coalpit Heath
Speaker suggestions required

19
SAT

BRISTOL BIKE SHOW – See page 11

16
SUN

CLUB RIDE OUT
RIDE LEADER – JOHN CRAWFORD

20
SUN

CLUB RIDE OUT
RIDE LEADER – SIMON WHITELOCK

21
FRI

DEADLINE FOR CHAIN-LINK ARTICLES
THIS IS YOUR MAGAZINE!

BAM CLUB NIGHTS
Coalpit Heath Village Hall
214 Badminton Road Bristol BS36 2QB
Arrive from 7.30pm

SUPER SUNDAYS
Kings Oak Academy
Brook Road, Kingswood Bristol BS15 4JT
Arrive between 9-9.15am

INFORMATION ABOUT THE ABOVE EVENTS WILL BE POSTED ON THE BAM FORUM AND EMAILS WILL BE
SENT TO CLUB MEMBERS – IDEAS FOR SPEAKERS ALWAYS REQUIRED

BRISTOL ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
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MAY
7

MotoGP

Spain

Circuito de Jerez

13

WSB

Italy

Imola

21

MotoGP

France

Le Mans

27

WSB

Great Britain

Donington Park

4

MotoGP

Italy

Autodrome del Mugello

11

MotoGP

Spain

Circuit de Barcelona- Catalunya

25

MotoGP

Netherlands

TT Circuit Assen

17

WSB

Italy

Misano World Circuit Marco Simoncelli

17

BSB

Great Britain

Knockhill

2

MotoGP

Germany

Sachsenring

8

WSB

USA

Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca

1

BSB

Great Britain

Snetterton

22

BSB

Great Britain

Brands Hatch

6

MotoGP

Czech Republic

Automotodrom Bmo

13

MotoGP

Austria

Red Bull Ring - Spielberg

27

MotoGP

Great Britain

Silverstone Circuit

19

WSB

Germany

Lausitzring

5

BSB

Great Britain

Thruxton

19

BSB

Great Britain

Cadwell Park

JUNE

JULY

AUG
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SOUTH WEST SPRING FORUM 8TH APRIL 2017
Myself and John Crawford (our new vice chair) rode across Bristol
through to Shepton and into Haynes motor museum where other
bikes and cars were parked up in order to attend the Spring forum
that allows all the local groups to catch up with other and get
some updates from the IAM RoadSmart team.
Today we had Shaun Cronin our area service delivery manager
(ASDM) and also Robbie Downing who is the Central & East
Midlands ASDM
As this is the first forum in their new roles and due to new groups
being present, they both did a little overview about who they are, their life experiences that
have led them to be involved with IAM RoadSmart and it’s former guises. Ably accompanied by
photos of the fashion at the various points in time, which brought a few giggles.
The main session then started with a reminder of the Objectives and vision of IAM Roadsmart,
followed by a review of all the things that have happened over the past year to get us to this
point in time including the rebranding to IAM RoadSmart

BRISTOL ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
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We have more opportunities for input to the Motorists Industry Consortium with Sarah Sillars
representing the safety organisations alongside companies such as Thatcham, FiA, EuroNCAP,
RAC etc.
Our opportunities
We still only reach a small % of the road users out there so need to challenge ourselves and
with just under 91500 members we want to reach 121000 split into 93k members, 7k
associates, 20k retail, 1k charity giveaways.
We need to change the way we do this and move to influence through media, use technology
with apps, online modules, plus on road of course. Consider road miles rewards similar to air
miles approach and get the ethos of Learn it right, Learn it once.
th
Free modules for 17-23 year olds who represent 1/5 of all crashes
So we make them safe and competent
Different qualification levels
IAM Fellow
Auto retest every 3 years for your own continuous personal development, pay more but also
get free retest and extra discounts. If you fail the retest you are temporarily suspended as a
member until retaken. This will also include any committee posts being held and local group
membership (as need to be a member of IAM RoadSmart to be a local group member).
Masters qualification
Is a 5 year retest and therefore unlikely to want to be an IAM Fellow.
Group signoff
Several groups in the region both car and m/c are trialling this approach.
Depending on how this goes will determine if it is viable for wider rollout at
a point in the future. Only National Observers can do these assessment
rides and provide feedback with a minimum of 6 rides required with the last
two being 2’s. Length of the trial is tbc.
Group Handbook
This is our reference document on running the Group and has been
refreshed following the rebranding and technology developments and
organisational structures. It is going through final proof reading and will
be released onto the IAM RoadSmart website imminently.
A local copy will also held with our BAM Secretary Sue Nolan.

Observer Status
Reminder that by midnight on 3st Dec 2017 – all group observers will have needed to convert to
local observer status or will no longer be able to observe. Our Chief Observer Tim Wrighton has
BRISTOL ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
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a plan in place to help our remaining few achieve this conversion. Which is straight forward with
just 2 review runs required both of which can done as 2 separate rides in one day by stop
discuss and do differently. Good luck to everyone doing their conversion to Local Observer
qualification.
Strategy Group
20 members – not regional or club specific but a general mix of people from
across IAM RoadSmart. Gina Herridge is a name we would recognise. They
have 2 meetings per year and looking at where IAM RoadSmart need to be in 2018 and beyond
i.e. long term view of options and what to adopt so really a business plan, they will review
recommendations from members, measure output in terms of IAM RoadSmart. Minutes will
become available for groups to understand direction. Output so far includes The Big Idea, and
Engagement with Groups and Centre
Associate Survey feedback
Focuses on a handful of questions and first set of results are looking positive overall, as more
surveys undertaken a regional/ car/bike view should become available. Questions cover topics
such as ...
• Satisfied with purchase process
• Group contact within 48 hours
• Course material
• Observer skill level and runs
• Examiner contact, skill level
• Test experience
• Overall course experience
• Recommend to someone else
Observers
2017 is year of the Observer and special events being organised to recognise the contribution
from all these volunteers. This includes badges for no. of associates helped through the course
10,25,50,100 etc. Dates that have been mentioned in the IAM weekly news bulletins are
th
th
Silverstone Day on 5 August and M/C live on Sat 25 Nov.
It’s all about sharing, inspiring, passion and having fun. There may also be a more local Observer
event for the south west region to be arranged so watch this space.

Commercial sales team Dan Tyler
Gave an overview of his area and how we can help by suggestions on where the commercial
team may be able to get involved.
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Events in our region
This was a quick summary of things across the region and beyond that people may want to get
involved with or visit.
Goodwood Bike Fest in June
th
Ride4GWAA ride out July 9
Bristol Bike Show – August 19th
th
Ladies Bike Fresh Day Sept 9 Haynes Motor Museum
th
th
Somerset Motofest 9 -10 Sept at Yeovil Fleet Air Arm Museum
plus free tasters – we are on the list to give 10% discount for people to try before they buy and
get 10% if sign up – checkout www.iamroadsmart.com/ridefree
A good day out to catch up with our neighbouring groups and get the latest plan direct from
IAM RoadSmart.
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BAYS, DRIFTWOOD AND GORGES
RIDE REPORT BY JENNY WILLS
A total of 22 bikes turned up for this run, and
it was sunny weather when we set off but no
one brought their bucket or spade (although
looking through the photos I think John
Crawford was hoping for a dip). Roy Demery
led, and apologised in advance for a long
stretch of 30mph, but the twisties on our
approach to the destination, and on the way
back through the Gorge more than made up
for it. Blue Anchor Bay is a delightful
location, and the Driftwood Cafe is well
worth a visit – good service and lots of
scrummy cakes, with plenty of seating and parking. There were no mishaps, and the marking
system worked very well. We even ended the run at another beauty spot, complete with icecream van. A good day out, with around 120 miles in total. Nice one Roy!
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RON HASLAM RACE SCHOOL
REPORT BY JOHN THOMPSON AKA
The editors decided for a previous edition of Chain
Link that I was “a bad, bad boy!” for my antics at
Stunt Asylum Wheelie School, so it would appear I
have a reputation to uphold. As such I went to see Ron Haslam up at Donnington. Considering
the school is 20 years old this year I’m sure a fair few of you may have already tasted the
delights of such track based fun but for those of you who haven’t or those who haven’t for a
while I thought I’d report back as to how things are with all those years of operation under their
belts.
I had booked on the Premier
course which, if its your first
time to the Ron Haslam Race
School or if you haven’t
been on track for a number
of years is insisted you do
before and ambitions of the
Elite course are allowed. The
Premier course is on
CBR600RRs with a 2 student
to instructor ratio and
getting 3 x 15mins sessions
on track.
Fortunately I have friends
who live roughly 20 minutes
away from Donnington Park
so decided on booking a
morning course and riding up the afternoon before. Bristol to East Leake via the M5 and M42
didn’t really appeal so I decided upon a more direct as the crow flies approach and went for the
Cirencester, Warwick, Coventry, Nuneaton, Ashby-de-la-Zouch route taking in a fair bit of the
Fosse-Way which the Romans built obviously thinking of bikers by providing ample clear
straights to perform smooth, unflustered overtakes.
On rocking up to Donnington in the morning first impressions were that the setup was a slick
operation. The registration process, the system they have for kitting people out head to toe in
leathers etc., having a bin to securely store your belongings and number of people arranging all
of this was quite impressive. The group was taken through to a briefing room and given the
basic lowdown as to the circuit layout, flags, their meanings and the dos & don’ts of riding on
track.
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The first session two students were
paired up to the instructor and told
which bike to jump on. The purpose of
this outing was to learn the track and for
the instructor to “learn us”. Barry the
instructor, lead the way on a CBF1000F
and essentially rode the circuit yet
looking in his mirrors watching us and
watching out for anybody faster catching
up. I spent the time learning the track (in
reality compared to the distant
memories of a Touring Car computer
game I played in the 90’s) and also
unlearning the habit of looking in mirrors and checking blind spots. The other chap of my pairing
was a bit tentative and to be brutally honest slightly annoying in that he was quite slow.
Fortunately the instructor had clocked this and at the debriefing after this first session tried to
find another pair with a speed disparity to do a swap, he couldn’t but there was a spare
instructor, so for sessions two and three I got 1:1 instruction, result!
We’d had a bit of a talk and sit on a
bike affixed to a paddock stand,
regarding to body position in the
break so when session two came
round out with the new instructor
and I was moving around hanging off
the bike a bit more. When doing it
right, it felt far more natural and
made a lot of sense. The new
instructors pace was a heck of a lot
faster than before, I felt I was
working hard to keep up but the
CBR600RR took it all in it’s stride
feeling particularly nimble yet
planted despite the damp yet drying
conditions. On return to the pits and chatting with the instructor, his attuned ear had picked up
that I was still using the gearbox with a road-riding mind, upshifting too early. In his to the point
Yorkshire (I’m from Lancashire but he was nice enough for a Yorkshire man) tones he told me it
was not my bike or gearbox so don’t worry about it and rev the thing right to the red-line before
shifting, which I duly noted. He also professed that had started off steady but because I was
keeping up had decided to ramp up the speed hence why this session I’d felt like it had been
such a workout.
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In this break between sessions the whole group also came back together for a bit more of a
briefing and discussion about how we were finding it and extra hints and tips on certain corners.
The slickness of the operation being down to a tee showed by the fact they had crates of water
bottles there, which were a welcome sight as it, was exactly what I was in need of at the time.
The final session came round, by this point it was starting to drizzle ever so slightly so the drying
track of the first two sessions was now dampening again. Between your sessions other groups
are out on the bikes so the bike and tyres are always warm when you jump on the bike, hence
we were straight on it this time at the pace we’d finished the last session, with the added focus
needed to pass the other groups we ended up closing in on.
Then came the red flag, somebody had binned it so we were back in the pits and only waiting
about 5mins while they scooped up the bike and rider. This break gave the chance for the last
bit of advice of using the whole track, as I had tended to be “wasting” a couple of feet by getting
the corners finished too quickly. If I were to use the full width then the bike would be less lent
over hence the power could be applied sooner and I’d be faster. With this in mind when the red
flag was lifted I tried this new tactic. It was really quite hard as with the last advice in mind
target fixation kicked in a wee bit when looking at the blue/white curbs does indeed take you
out to the edge of the tarmac but I was just hoping my eye wasn’t caught by the gravel or
anything else beyond which would inevitably target fixate me into trouble.
Unfortunately the red flags came out again as another rider failed to keep the rubber side
down. I later found out it was the tentative chap from my first session, fortunately he was ok
and just a bit embarrassed when it came to the final sum up debriefing where we received
goody bags. These included a few useful things like promo keyrings and a neck buff along with a
certificate that declared apparently I’m apparently 90% there. After hanging around watching
others from the pit lane and at the Melbourne loop I started the long trek home through the
now drizzly and greasy conditions of a typical British August.
My take on the experience was that it was ridiculously enjoyable from start to finish. I do think
th
the 3 x 15min sessions is a bit short and if there had been a 4 session that would have been
rd
just right as I still had eagerness and energy at the end of the 3 session. That said I eagerly
awaited the dates to be released for 2017 for the Elite experience and have booked in for April
on an early bird deal. I’d recommend going to anybody even if they aren’t interested in
absolutely ragging a bike round a track but purely for the liberation of decent tarmac, clear sight
round corners and not having to worry about cars at junctions, trucks coming round a blind
bend straddling the centre line, children running into the street etc.etc. This means you can
find out what bikes are actually capable of. Since the time at Donnnigton I had the added
courage to go to a Castle Combe track day on my own bike, but that’s another story!
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TRAIL AND OFF -ROAD
MELKSHAM
ANOTHER REPORT BY THE ACTIVE JOHN THOMPSON
My mother is beginning to accept my 2-wheeled obsession. Admittedly she has to considering
the family business until the early 2000s was the Honda car and bike dealership in Blackpool, for
many years selling bikes to thousands of people, my Grandfather apparently blasted round
Europe as a dispatch rider/mechanic during WWII and I’ve had a bike license for ~15yrs now. As
a sign of her changing attitudes, come last Christmas the opening of my present, I received an
off-road half day with Trail and Off-road on the Salisbury Plain, which was gratefully accepted.
I managed to find a day in my diary
when I could fit it in March leading
me to end up loitering in the
Melksham Forest Community car
park one Monday morning. Martin
turned up in a van with a couple of
Honda CRF250Ls in the back and was
duly informed that by pure chance I
was the only person signed up for
the session when usually they get
around 5 per group. I had ridden
there anyway so was kitted out yet
took the opportunity to borrow some
endure boots and some thinner
gloves from him.
Instruction was simple yet minimal, weight over the front as much as possible and look into the
distance not at the front wheel. Finally keep the clutch covered when standing up as if you fall
backwards inadvertently twisting the throttle, having the clutch already covered to pull it in, will
stop you ejecting yourself off the back. With that it was time to get going.
When on the green lanes and standing up I struggled to get comfortable at the start. I found my
wrists contorted in an odd way to grip the controls while standing over them. That and it took
time to get my feet comfortable on the pegs too. After about 20mins I think I cracked it and I
became a lot more comfortable and it felt a lot more natural. However during that time we’d
been on some muddy trails with the pain and soreness of my, as yet refined, positioning was
making it more difficult than it should’ve been.
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We had multiple stops on the way for a bit of a breather. Upon getting going after one of them
Martin told me of about a 2-3 foot drop on the upcoming trail. I was told not to worry too much
about it as by the time you see it you’ll have no chance to stop so go with the flow. On we went
down this path and I’d almost forgotten this prior advice when an expletive filled my
consciousness. That said it ticked off a first for me, riding a bike in free-fall with neither wheel in
contact with the ground. It’s amazing how with a bit of a thud and chain clatter the bike just
soaked up the landing.
We also stopped for a bit of cone weaving fun (see photo), which I was fairly pathetic at. I’ve
tried motogymkhana before yet doing it off-road, standing on the pegs with the front
suspension moving around so much was a whole new kettle of fish.
Final advice of the day was before encountering some rutted lanes. This comprised of the
theory that if you’re in a rut, stay in the rut, if you’re not in a rut, stay not in the rut. Sound
advice and I then found myself in a rut with the front wheel catching up the edge causing a
beautiful slow motion tumble. I’d scrubbed off a bit of speed so was probably 5mph and tipping
over much like a large tree being felled. Fortunately it was onto some grass as opposed to mud,
so I picked myself back up and carried on.
The morning was really enjoyable and was really interesting to get a feel for a bike with little
grip. When the going was muddy the feeling of loading the front wheel with weight to steer you
through and giving it some beans to get the back to drive you forward while wagging about was
really fun.
As part of my continued mission to pick up different 2-wheeled skills it was a success and I
would recommend it to others who haven’t really ventured off tarmac before.
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T h e BIG Q u I z
TH

COALPIT HEATH SOCIAL EVENING 12 APRIL 2017
Shirley volunteered to run tonight’s
event which was a fun quiz in aid of the
Alzheimer’s Research UK with four
rounds of questions including pictures.
We had 6 teams vying for first prize....
but more on that later. The teams were
The Dribblers, The Losers, The Laggers,
The Hopefuls, The NOTR (nits of the
round table)
The picture round involved maps of countries you had to name the capital city, plus silhouette
outlines and flags.... they all caused a lot of head scratching and the occasional eureka moment.
The questions were then on a variety of general knowledge topics, musical lyrics and a clever
drink related round
It was a close call for first and 2nd place with
just 1 point in it,
The N.O.T.R 24 WINNER, The Hopefuls
23,The Dribblers 20, The Losers 14 , The
Laggers 14
However, the prize giving caused the most
laughter with first prize winning a bucket of
motor cleaning gadgets donated by
Motorwell thanks and 2nd prize was a bottle
of Jack Daniels whisky also donated. There
were comments about not trying so hard to
win had we known whisky was involved.
After normality was restored, a few of us noticed the funny shaped beer mats on the table
which allowed you to pull funny faces
A group photo was taken with members wearing the
funny face beer mats dotted around, some looking more
natural than others with their funny faces!
Just over £57 was raised from the night so thanks
everyone for joining in.
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What happened to the milk float?
by A Casual Observer
How well do you know your Highway Code and, in particular, how the law relates to crossing
solid white lines? I’ve found over the years that there is quite a bit of confusion or
misunderstanding of what the law says. A classic is what seems to be quite a common belief
that you can cross a solid white line to pass a milk float or even an agricultural vehicle. There is
another area where there is a lot of misunderstanding and surfing the internet does not shed
light on the actual law but just results in what people think should be the case rather than the
reality. More on this later in this article.
Let’s look at what the Highway Code (HC) says about solid white lines.
Paragraph 129 states: “Double white lines where the line nearest you is solid. This means you
MUST NOT cross or straddle it unless it is safe and you need to enter adjoining premises or a
side road. You may cross the line if necessary, provided the road is clear, to pass a stationary
vehicle, or overtake a pedal cycle, horse or road maintenance vehicle, if they are travelling at 10
mph (16 km/h) or less.”
The Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions 2002 Regulation 26 (TSRGD26) gives some
further clarification.
Neither publication mentions milk floats or agricultural vehicles. Mind you, when did you last
see a milk float? And if you did it was probably not the traditional battery-driven, slow moving
type that only us of a certain age will remember!
Let’s look at some of the other times when you can cross or straddle a solid white line nearest
to you.
The HC wording regarding the 10mph limit – does it apply to just the road maintenance vehicle
or also to pedal cycles and horses? TSRGD26 gives clarification – 10mph or less applies to all 3
categories of road user.
But there’s more to know about the road maintenance vehicle. TSRGD26 expands this
description to “in order to pass a road maintenance vehicle which is in use, is moving at a speed
not exceeding 10 mph, and is displaying to the rear the sign shown in diagram 610 or 7403”.
These diagrams are arrows indicating which side to pass the road maintenance vehicle so in this
case, pointing to the right.
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TSRGD26 also lists other exceptions: “if it is safe to do so and if necessary to do so, owing to
circumstances outside the control of the driver, in order to avoid an accident or for the purposes
of complying with any direction of a constable in uniform or a traffic warden”.
Now we come to the main point of this article and which causes all the arguments, namely “to
pass a stationary vehicle”. Imagine the following scenario: you’re riding happily along the road
and there’s a double white line system where the line nearest to you is solid. The line furthest
from you can be either solid or broken. You come up behind a queue of traffic which is not
moving because there’s an obstruction ahead, for example traffic lights, a roundabout, a parked
vehicle, etc. the question is this: “Can you legally cross the solid line to go past the queuing
traffic?”
The answer depends on what is legally understood by the word ‘stationary’, i.e. is queuing
traffic that is not moving classed as stationary? This is where it becomes difficult to find a legal
definition. ‘Stationary’ is mentioned in several HC paragraphs but doesn’t definitively answer
this question. Surfing the internet doesn’t help either. So where do we go from here? Well
there are 2 informed bodies which have stated their opinion on this:
IAMRoadsmart in their ‘Common Confusions’ document states in item 21 – “To pass stationary
vehicle(s); N.B. Queuing traffic is not considered to fall within the meaning of this term”.
‘Common Confusions’ is no longer promoted by IAMRoadsmart but the information within is
still correct.
Rospa in their magazine “Care on the Road” states in an article by their motorcycle training
manager – “A reason for crossing a solid white line is NOT to pass a queue of traffic waiting, for
example, for a red light to change or gain access to a roundabout.”
Both of these statements are pretty clear.
Practically, the police are the ones who will decide whether you have committed an offence if
they see you crossing a solid white line to pass queuing traffic. Having asked a number of police
officers, their answer is that it is against the law. Queuing traffic is deemed to be vehicles which
are being driven and under control but which happen to be temporarily not moving. A
stationary vehicle is deemed to be a vehicle which is stopped and parked with the engine
turned off (excluding stop/start systems).
So, there you have it. If you want to risk your licence, then go ahead and overtake queuing
traffic by crossing solid white lines as you do so. As responsible, law-abiding advanced
motorcyclists, then you shouldn’t and you should wait patiently.
Observers, please note. I’ve been made aware of an Associate who failed his test because he
did this manoeuvre because his Observer had told him it was legal – it isn’t!
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To finish off, there are a few points to consider:
How stationary is queuing traffic? If the queuing vehicle inches forward as you pass them then
they are not stationary and you would have definitely committed an offence.
Recycling and refuse lorries – these do not fall within the allowable exclusions so grit your teeth
and wait. Grrr!
And finally. Legally, it’s the tyres which must not cross or straddle the solid white line. This
means that your panniers, offside handle bar and your arm and shoulder may overhang the line.
It may be legal but is it safe?
The content of this article has been verified by a retired senior police officer.

Some useful contacts
POSTION

EMAIL ADDRESS

NAME

TELEPHONE

Chair

chair@bam-members.org.uk

Billy Burns

0117 957 2653

Sue Nolan

0117 952 5170

Mel Rowbottom

07918 603191

Alan Davis

01275 372 637

Tim Wrighton

0771 434 5634

John Crawford

0117 960 8247

Mike Trembeth

07867 672056

Tim Coulson

07778 852946

Secretary
Treasurer
Group Membership
Chief Observer
Leader Observer Team B
Leader Observer Team C
Leader Observer Team D

secretary@bammembers.org.uk
treasurer@bammembers.org.uk
membership@bammembers.org.uk
chiefobserver@bammembers.org.uk
b-teamleader@bammembers.org.uk
c-teamleader@bammembers.org.uk
d-teamleader@bammembers.org.uk

Group Rides Co-ordinator

rides@bam-members.org.uk

Geoff Abraham

07870 702088

Chain Link Editor

editor@bam-members.org.uk

Martyn Rowbottom

07879 612865

Events Co-ordinator

Events@bam-members.org.uk

VOLUNTEER REQD

In addition to the above team there are others who assist in the running of BAM. We
are totally reliant on volunteers and we are always looking for more!
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Kessi’s Kapers
Hello my biker buddies, hope you have all spring cleaned your bikes,
done your warm up exercises and started making the most of the
spring riding season. The weather is warming up nicely although
still glad I have a layer of fur for that little bit of wind chill still out
there.
I have managed to get out on a
couple of rides including a route
th
finding trip for the upcoming Ride 4 GWAA on July 9 as
Mel will be leading a trip around the lakes all being well. So
of course we had to stop off for a quick refreshment at the
Chew Valley lakes and test out the scrummy carrot cake.
We found a nice route going in a sort of figure of 8 so now
just getting all the helpers for it as well.
I also blagged a trip to Wales over the Easter break and
after the usual stop at the Steel Horse Café to meet up with
friends we set off on a route intended to be Hay on Wye,
Llandovery and a few nice twisties, however I think Mel
needs to learn some better map reading skills or not choose
white roads (.huh hum tracks) to ride down. I was bounced around as we meandered up, down,
round, these nice (not) little lanes that even I could almost touch both sides of the hedges .....
having said that the views when we popped out over Capel y Fin were glorious across the
Brecon Beacons and almost made it worthwhile. Poor Peter however, two up on his BMW
1600GL with Andrea probably wasn’t as impressed... sorry Peter !
On Easter Sunday I had
a bit of fun with a
treasure hunt around
the garden and found
all these, so I might
need to go on a diet before my next trip otherwise my leather
jacket won’t fit, Squeak !
Earlier last month I also got my 5 minutes of fame on TV (again)
helping Freewheelers EVS bloodbikes with their Peoples Projects
nomination – they won £30k towards new bikes so I’m sure my
little cameo was a huge help squeak....plus everyone else who
voted of course..
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Next on my list is a trip to the lake District, to Dorset in July with BAM, the GWAA rideout in
July, the Bristol Bike show in August and the Ladies Bike Fresh event in September... wow busy
busy busy

Kessi

Watch this space!
Now that we are using IAM Road Smart branding we have an exciting new
range of clothing available.
At the time of going to press full details were not available, but if you can’t
wait until the next edition, please contact Melanie Rowbottom (see contacts
page) who will be pleased to tell you about the new items
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YOUR NAME
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